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Decoding Oregon’s 
Literacy Crisis—  
Why Reading 
Matters and What 
Solutions Work 

Sources: Oregon Department of Education. (2019). 
Oregon Statewide Report Card: 2018-2019. 

Reading is a foundational skill for children to acquire knowledge, 
succeed in school, and access many opportunities. Decades of 
research indicate that a child’s reading level in 3rd grade is directly 
related to their ability to thrive later in school and life. Yet, as of 
2019, less than half of Oregonian 3rd graders were proficient 
at reading, with notable disparities in the state’s BIPOC 
(Black, Indigenous, People Of Color) and rural communities. 
We also know that gaps nationally between students of color 
and their white counterparts are now greater than they were 
before 2020, and this is true in Oregon too. Aligned with OCO’s 
prioritization of racial equity and targeted universalism, this brief–
produced in collaboration with advocates with Decoding Dyslexia 
Oregon–highlights the nuanced facets of Oregon’s long-standing 
literacy crisis and what solutions will help remedy the situation for 
our children.

The pandemic has worsened 
existing disparities in literacy 
As with many other sectors in society, the COVID-19 pandemic 
will have ongoing ripple effects on Oregon’s educational system 
and literacy rates for years to come. Well before 2020, the state’s 
lowest-performing schools in both urban and rural areas had 
the highest percentages of BIPOC students and students 
facing economic hardship. The pandemic has only further 
exacerbated issues caused by chronic underinvestment and lack 
of resources. Oregon had a literacy crisis before the pandemic - 
and now, it’s worsened.

Prepared in collaboration with  
Decoding Dyslexia Oregon

Oregon’s Reading Proficiency Rates 
by Race/Ethnicity & Grade
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The vast majority of students who were not proficient 
by 3rd grade, are still not proficient by 11th. 
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https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED605053.pdf 
https://www.oregon.gov/ode/schools-and-districts/reportcards/Documents/rptcard2019.pdf
https://www.oregon.gov/ode/schools-and-districts/reportcards/Documents/rptcard2019.pdf
https://www.oregon.gov/ode/schools-and-districts/reportcards/Documents/rptcard2019.pdf
https://map.barbarabush.org/assets/cards/BBFFL-Literacy-Card-OR.pdf
https://map.barbarabush.org/assets/cards/BBFFL-Literacy-Card-OR.pdf
https://amplify.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/mCLASS_MOY-Results_February-2022-Report.pdf
https://amplify.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/mCLASS_MOY-Results_February-2022-Report.pdf
https://amplify.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/mCLASS_MOY-Results_February-2022-Report.pdf
https://www.oregon.gov/ode/schools-and-districts/reportcards/Documents/rptcard2021.pdf
https://www.decodingdyslexiaor.org/
https://www.decodingdyslexiaor.org/
https://www.oregonkidsread.com/listofschools
https://www.oregonkidsread.com/listofschools
https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED605053.pdf 
https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED605053.pdf 
https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED605053.pdf 
https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED605053.pdf
https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED605053.pdf
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Most children who struggle to read early do not catch up 
The end of 3rd grade marks a critical time when children shift from learning to read, to reading to learn. Research shows 
that 75% of students who are not proficient in reading by 3rd grade will never fully catch up, with later interventions 
being more costly and less effective. 

In 2019, less than half of Oregon’s 3rd graders, a little over half of 8th graders (53%), and only two-thirds (66%) 
of high school juniors were considered “proficient readers.” And for English learners, less than 10% of all K-12 
students were considered proficient. The reality that over half of our state’s 3rd graders are not proficient at reading, 
with little improvement by the high school years, should be a major cause for alarm. Yet insufficient governmental and 
educational interventions have been enacted thus far to address this crisis. 

The costs of not teaching children to read
Research shows that 95% of all children are capable of 
learning to read when given explicit and systematic 
instruction. This type of instruction is grounded in 
what is commonly called the “Science of Reading,” or 
SoR. Unfortunately, most Oregon students are not being 
taught to read in this way because most of the state’s K-12 
educators do not receive SoR training in their teacher 
preparation programs or later professional development. 
Additional research demonstrates that two-thirds of 
students who cannot read proficiently by the end of 4th 
grade will end up in the criminal justice system. Of the 
90% of students who do not earn a high school diploma, 
85% will have contact with the juvenile justice system, and 
over 70% of American inmates have low-literacy skills. 
Adults who do not earn a high school diploma face the 
highest unemployment rates, lowest median earnings, 
and an estimated loss of $260,000 per person in earnings, 
taxes, and productivity. 

The return on investment of improving reading instruction 
is not only a moral imperative, but also an economic one. 
Nearly 80% of the variance in high school reading ability can 
be accounted for by intensity of foundational skills instruction 
in 1st grade,” and the US economy is losing an estimated 
$2.2 trillion annually due to low adult literacy rates. 

Low achievement in reading  
is linked to long-term negative 
outcomes later in life

Less likely to earn 
high school diploma

“If we do certain things, we can get nearly all kids to read....And if you 
actually do believe that nearly all kids can be taught to read, then this is a 
call to arms because this would necessitate some action on our part.”
- Kareem Weaver, Literacy Education Changemaker, FULCRUM & Oakland NAACP

Source: Annie E. Casey Foundation

Reduced lifetime 
earning potential

Increased liklihood 
of juvenile justice 
involvement 

https://www.nsba.org/-/media/NSBA/File/cpe-learning-to-read-reading-to-learn-white-paper-2015.pdf?la=en&hash=8E0E470C3E263C66E4491EC035224DC9018C6D5F
https://eab.com/research/district-leadership/study/narrowing-the-third-grade-reading-gap-research-brief/
https://www.readingrockets.org/article/waiting-rarely-works-late-bloomers-usually-just-wilt
https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED605053.pdf
https://eab.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/34B856A619F64FD3B8C6CEFD70C77B34-1.pdf
https://eab.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/34B856A619F64FD3B8C6CEFD70C77B34-1.pdf
https://eab.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/34B856A619F64FD3B8C6CEFD70C77B34-1.pdf
https://eab.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/34B856A619F64FD3B8C6CEFD70C77B34-1.pdf
https://assets.aecf.org/m/resourcedoc/AECF-Early_Warning_Full_Report-2010.pdf
https://governorsfoundation.org/gelf-articles/early-literacy-connection-to-incarceration/#:~:text=Illiteracy%20and%20crime%20are%20connected,above%20a%20fourth%20grade%20level.%E2%80%9D
https://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ857643
https://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ857643
https://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ857643
https://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ857643
https://eab.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/34B856A619F64FD3B8C6CEFD70C77B34-1.pdf
https://eab.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/34B856A619F64FD3B8C6CEFD70C77B34-1.pdf
https://www.barbarabush.org/new-economic-study/
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All learners benefit from explicit, direct instruction
According to the 2019 Education Advisory Board (EAB)’s Narrowing the Third-Grade Reading Gap Report, an estimated 
30% of students will learn to read regardless of how they are taught, while roughly half of students will need systematic 
and explicit instruction. The remaining 20% of students who may have learning differences, such as dyslexia, will 
require additional time and support to meet their full reading potential. These supports are also often necessary for 
students of color and those in lower-income schools, where systemic racism, implicit biases and insufficient classroom 
resources can strongly impact instructional quality and, thereby, literacy outcomes for many learners.

Proper reading instruction is informed by the Science of Reading (SoR), yet the majority of teachers both in Oregon and 
nationally do not learn about the SoR during their professional educator preparation programs at colleges and universities. 
Therefore, teachers enter the profession without sufficient skills to teach 70% of their students to read, or to assess 
and identify students who need specialized intensive interventions. 

While higher reading scores in well-resourced districts are offered as proof that non-evidence-based methods for teaching 
reading are effective, the reality is that many affluent parents often seek outside assessments and hire private tutors 
for their children. These additional services that often include tutors trained in SoR — costing roughly $15,000 per 
student per year — result in bolstered scores in these districts.

https://eab.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/34B856A619F64FD3B8C6CEFD70C77B34-1.pdf
https://eab.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/34B856A619F64FD3B8C6CEFD70C77B34-1.pdf
https://eab.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/34B856A619F64FD3B8C6CEFD70C77B34-1.pdf
https://eab.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/34B856A619F64FD3B8C6CEFD70C77B34-1.pdf
https://eab.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/34B856A619F64FD3B8C6CEFD70C77B34-1.pdf
https://www.washingtonpost.com/education/2021/06/19/systemic-racism-reading-scores/
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/brown-center-chalkboard/2020/07/20/educator-bias-is-associated-with-racial-disparities-in-student-achievement-and-discipline/
https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1079543.pdf
https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1079543.pdf
https://learning.ccsso.org/a-nation-of-readers
https://learning.ccsso.org/a-nation-of-readers
https://media-publications.bcg.com/The-Economic-Impact-of-Dyslexia-on-California-Whitepaper-Final.pdf
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What is the Science of Reading (SoR)?
The national non-profit Reading League defines the Science of Reading (SoR) as: “a vast, interdisciplinary body of 
scientifically-based research about reading and issues related to reading and writing.” SoR research has been 
conducted for over five decades, is derived from thousands of studies from universities around the world, and weaves 
together interdisciplinary expertise from cognitive psychology, education, neuroscience, and communication sciences, to 
inform best practices in how teachers are trained to teach children to read.

Empirical findings from SoR research provide a roadmap for how reading and writing proficiency develops, why some 
students have difficulty with learning to read and write, and how professionals can most effectively assess and teach to 
improve student outcomes through the prevention of, and intervention for, reading difficulties.

While it is irrefutable that almost all students can read with proper supports and instruction, measurable statewide improvements 
in literacy proficiency will require a comprehensive plan to be effective. Nationally, teachers, professors, advocates, legislators, 
and departments of education have begun implementing solutions with broad agreement on key areas. 

“Our brains are not naturally wired to read. Research indicates that learning to read is a vastly 
different neurological process than learning to speak. While surrounding young children with 
spoken language helps them learn to speak, surrounding children with written language and 
reading them engaging books is not enough for most students.”
- Education Advisory Board (EAB)’s Narrowing the Third-Grade Reading Gap Report (2019)
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5 ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS OF READING

5 Essentials Components of Reading

Effective instruction and curricula must include: phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension

Current Educators

Train ALL teachers in 
the Science of Reading 
(LETRS training or 
equivalent)

Future Educators

All higher ed programs 
must teach the 5 
components of reading 
instruction to teacher 
candidates

Curriculum

Ensure all materials 
support explicit, systematic 

evidence-based literacy 
instruction

Teacher Licensure

Candidates must pass a 
Foundations of Reading 

Test (FoRT)

https://www.thereadingleague.org/what-is-the-science-of-reading/
https://journal.imse.com/what-is-the-science-of-reading/
https://eab.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/34B856A619F64FD3B8C6CEFD70C77B34-1.pdf
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Proper teacher training is foundational to improving literacy 
across the state
While the above components will be important in improving Oregon’s literacy rates, proper teacher training is foundational. 
In Oregon, teacher candidates do not have to demonstrate knowledge of foundational reading skills. Moreover, in 
2020 the National Council of Teacher Quality (NCTQ) ranked Oregon’s teacher preparatory programs last in the 
nation (51st) for the average number of reading components taught to future teachers in training.

In order to ensure future educators are trained to teach all children to read, Oregon needs to revise requirements in educator 
preparation programs while also training in-service teachers. Eastern Oregon University (EOU)’s College of Education is 
taking the lead by aligning their curriculum with the SoR, as well as partnering with districts statewide to provide credit to 
in-service teachers training in LETRS (Language Essentials for Teachers of Reading and Spelling).

LETRS is a professional development training equivalent to two semesters of college-level work, and has been successfully 
implemented elsewhere in the US, notably in Mississippi and more recently in North Carolina. Following suit, two of Oregon’s 
largest school districts—Portland Public Schools (PPS) and neighboring Reynolds School District (RSD)—along with 
several others across the state, have begun offering LETRS training to their teachers. In PPS alone, over 500 educators and 
administrators are currently being trained, with 86% of surveyed teacher participants saying LETRS training impactedtheir 
teaching practices in the classroom, and 93% saying LETRS training impacted their content knowledge.

“If you have this program [LETERS] that literally, fundamentally is more 
effective at teaching kids how to read…why would you not give every 
teacher in every school for every kid the opportunity to do that?”
  - Oregon Rep. Barbara Smith Warner (D-Portland)

“We’ve underestimated how hungry teachers are for this information [...]I think 
they also have that heightened sense of urgency because of the pandemic. 
The beauty of LETRS is that we can get that knowledge into teachers’ hands 
efficiently and scale up very quickly.”
  - Dr. Ronda Fritz, Director of Eastern Oregon University’s Reading Clinic

Dr. Fritz also notes that, from a content standpoint, what she teaches in the Reading Clinic is essentially “identical” to 
what LETRS training provides.

https://www.nctq.org/publications/2020-Teacher-Prep-Review:-Program-Performance-in-Early-Reading-Instruction
https://www.nctq.org/publications/2020-Teacher-Prep-Review:-Program-Performance-in-Early-Reading-Instruction
https://www.eou.edu/college-of-education/
https://www.lexialearning.com/letrs
https://www.lexialearning.com/why-lexia/case-studies
https://www.lexialearning.com/why-lexia/case-studies
https://nces.ed.gov/pubsearch/pubsinfo.asp?pubid=REL2017270
https://www.wunc.org/2021-12-03/10-000-nc-teachers-start-intensive-training-to-boost-childrens-reading-skills
https://www.pps.net/Page/18632
https://www.pps.net/Page/18632
https://www.opb.org/article/2022/04/07/oregon-schools-covid-19-pandemic-relief-funds-teacher-training-lower-income-students-reading-proficiency/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=First%20Look%20April%207%202022&utm_content=First%20Look%20April%207%202022+CID_295b4f8d81b6be774ab13dd8e4fa5cd1&utm_source=firstlook&utm_term=Learn%20more
https://www.eou.edu/reading-clinic/
https://www.opb.org/article/2022/04/07/oregon-schools-covid-19-pandemic-relief-funds-teacher-training-lower-income-students-reading-proficiency/
https://www.opb.org/article/2022/04/07/oregon-schools-covid-19-pandemic-relief-funds-teacher-training-lower-income-students-reading-proficiency/
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Solving the crisis requires a statewide comprehensive plan 
Solutions to solve Oregon’s literacy crisis must include long-term investments 
from multiple stakeholders to ensure changes occur throughout the system of 
197 school districts, and not exclusively in larger sub/urban districts that are 
already well-resourced. 

We can organize for improved literacy outcomes for all of Oregon’s children 
by noting the following considerations for legislators, education leaders, and 
reading advocates alike:

Use consistent, unified messaging in supporting the belief that 
literacy is a civil right and vital for a thriving democracy.

Center state-wide coalitions and cross-sector perspectives when advocating for expanded investments into 
reading education, as no one district, group, or agency can improve the situation in isolation

Support professional development programs (e.g. LETRS) and ensure they are delivered consistently and 
supplemented by classroom modeling and coaching

Utilize data to inform stakeholders, including educational leaders and legislators, of the impacts of their 
investments on literacy rates and other related outcomes (e.g. high school graduation rates) and while 
ensuring accessible and culturally responsive learning environments

Call on the Oregon Department of Education (ODE) and the Governor’s Office to equitably invest in 
historically underserved districts using Student Success Fund (SSF) capital and Oregon’s $1.1 billion in 
largely unspent federal COVID relief (ESSER) funds, including providing immediate solutions such as 
intensive tutoring and teacher training

“Our current ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach to literacy perpetuates our 
inequitable educational system. While other states are providing 
specialized training based on this science of reading to their educators, 
Oregon leaves this up to the discretion of individual districts  – meaning 
thousands of dedicated teachers and our most vulnerable students 
continue to be left behind.”
  - Angela Uherbelau, Oregon Kids Read

Oregon has 
197 school 
districts.  

A state-wide plan  
is needed. 

http://www.ourchildrenoregon.org
https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/edunomicslab/viz/OregonESSERIIIAllocationFundsSpent/Story1
https://www.oregonlive.com/opinion/2022/03/opinion-oregons-literacy-gap-is-segregating-kids-from-the-start.html

